
Relay’s integration allows carriers and brokers to completely 
automate their lumper payments in McLeod's TMS, 
resulting in a quicker and more effective process.


Relay and McLeod 
streamline payments 
for fleets and brokers

Benefits of the Relay & 
McLeod Lumper Integration:

Relay Differentiators:

24/7/365 US-based 
Customer Support

CONTINUED ON BACK

Eliminate late night calls by automatically 
generating RelayCodes for your drivers to 
use at warehouses


Improve the driver experience by providing 
an easy-to-use payment method that saves 
time on dock

Mitigate the risk of fraud by using secure 
digital payments

Improve back office operations by receiving 
instant receipts in McLeod that are allocated 
to the right load

Transparent  
Fees

Dedicated Customer 
Success Manager

Innovative 
Technology
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“

Ahmed Ebrahim  
VP of Partner Alliances at McLeod Software



Get started with Relay today
relaypayments.com

Upon assigning a driver or carrier to a 
load, a RelayCode is automatically 
created for all Relay-enabled locations 
and displayed in McLeod as a reference 
number on the stop.

Generating RelayCodes

The RelayCode can be sent to drivers and carriers in a few ways, including

 ZMIT to the driver through the McLeod Driver App or ELD integratio

 Including the RelayCode on the RateCon to carrier

 Sending a text or email to the driver through the Send Message feature

Sending codes to drivers and carriers

 When a RelayCode is used, the lumper amount and 
receipt will instantly appear on the History tab of the 
order in McLeod

 The lumper amount will also be added to the order 
as a wire code charge

 If you have third-party image capture, the receipt is 
automatically indexed and doc typed to the Images 
tab on the order, which allows the receipt to transfer 
to billing for reimbursement

 If you do not have third-party image capture, Relay 
can automatically send the receipts to a 
DocumentPower remote inbox via email, and you 
can manually index them to the order and select the 
doc type.

Capturing lumper amount 
and receipts


A RelayCode is automatically generated in McLeod

The lumper charge is added in McLeod


